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this	is	the	fifth	edition	of	the	v&a	research	Bulletin.	
the	summaries	of	the	research	projects	undertaken	
by	the	museum’s	curators,	conservators	and	fellows	
during	2010	included	here	are	selected	from	a	much	
broader	range	of	collections,	exhibitions,	gallery	and	
web-related	work,	full	listings	of	which	can	be	found	
in	the	on-line	v&a	research	report	www.vam.ac.
uk/res/cons/research_reports.

high-level	individual	and	collaborative	research	
activity	is	an	integral	part	of	the	v&a’s	mission	to	be	
acknowledged	and	respected	as	the	world’s	leading	
museum	of	art	and	design.	it	ranges	from	the	
direct	comparison	of	cartoon	and	tapestry	that	
contributed	to	the	unique	display	of	the	vatican’s	
raphael	tapestries	in	the	early	autumn	of	2010	to	a	
cross-media	investigation	of	design	in	contemporary	
india	that	will	result	in	an	exhibition	and	publication	
in	2012.	a	significant	feature	of	research	activity	over	
the	past	year,	and	one	that	will	also	feed	into	our	
programme	for	2012	has	been	the	sourcing	and	
interpretation	of	material	for	the	major	exhibition	
‘British	design	1948–2012’,	scheduled	to	coincide	
with	the	london	olympics.	on	a	more	personal	
note,	i	am	grateful	to	liz	miller,	deputy	head	of	
research,	who	has	been	over-seeing	the	department	
during	the	latter	part	of	2010	and	into	2011,	so	that	i	
can	focus	on	co-curating	British	design	and	writing	
the	associated	book.

preparations	for	the	publication	of	the	third	issue	of	
the	v&a’s	online	Journal	in	spring	2011	are	well	
underway.	the	Journal,	which	offers	a	space	for	
articles	and	reviews	focussing	on	the	museum’s	
history,	collections	and	current	public	programme	
can	by	viewed	at	www.vam.ac.uk/vandajournal.	
Future	submissions	for	issue	4	are	welcome!	

news	of	staff	and	student	research	across	all	three	
pathways	of	the	v&a/rCa	postgraduate	
programme	in	the	history	of	design	can	be	found	in	
the	sister	bulletin	of	this	publication,	and	both	are	
available	to	download	at	www.vam.ac.uk.	

we	hope	you	enjoy	this	insight	into	the	scholarly	
activities	that	underpin	the	evolving	knowledge	and	
enjoyment	of	the	v&a’s	collections	and	the	quality	
of	its	public	programme.	we	thank	our	sponsors,	
partners,	staff	and	students	for	playing	a	part	in	
their	successful	execution.

PRoFessoR chRistoPheR bRewARd
head	oF	researCh
oCtoBer	2010	
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early	in	2010	the	v&a	received	a	proposal	from	
the	vatican	for	a	cultural	exchange	to	mark	the	
state	visit	of	pope	Benedict	Xvi	to	the	uK	in	
september.	the	proposal,	to	reunite	four	of	the	
vatican’s	acts	of	the	apostles	tapestries	with	
their	original	designs	by	raphael,	resulted	in	the	
exhibition	raphael:	Cartoons	and	tapestries	for	
the	sistine	Chapel,	and	the	collaborative	
authorship	of	its	catalogue.	

the	raphael	Cartoons,	commissioned	in	1515	by	
pope	leo	X,	were	full-scale	designs	for	tapestries	
for	the	sistine	Chapel.	the	tapestries,	woven	
in	Brussels,	were	first	hung	in	the	sistine	Chapel	
in	1519.	they	remain	treasures	of	the	papal	
collection,	and	among	the	most	celebrated	
tapestries	ever	created.	the	Cartoons	themselves,	
which	had	never	returned	from	Brussels	to	rome,	
were	purchased	by	Charles	i,	while	prince	of	
wales,	for	the	creation	of	his	own	set	of	the	
tapestries	in	england,	at	mortlake.	remaining	
in	the	royal	Collection	they	have	been	on	loan	
to	the	v&a	since	1865.	

these	works,	both	cartoons	and	tapestries,	are	
masterpieces	of	the	high	renaissance,	and	in	
recent	years	research	and	conservation	work	
carried	out	in	the	v&a	and	the	vatican	museums,	
and	in	the	wider	museum	and	academic	
community,	had	already	transformed	
understanding	of	them.		But	now	for	the	first	
time	in	nearly	500	years	raphael’s	Cartoons	for	
the	tapestries	and	the	tapestries	themselves	
could	be	seen	alongside	each	other,		illuminating	
their	process	of	creation.	a	group	of	preparatory	
drawings	by	raphael	and	his	studio	was	also	
included,	lent	by	the	royal	Collection	and	the	
louvre.	the	accompanying	publication,	raphael:	
Cartoons	and	tapestries	for	the	sistine	Chapel	,	
edited	by	mark	evans	and	Clare	Browne,	included	
summaries	of	recent	scholarship	with	detailed	
catalogue	entries	for	each	of	the	Cartoons	and	
tapestries,	all	published	together	in	colour	for	the	
first	time.

clARe bRowne	
Furniture,teXtiles	and	Fashion	department
MARK eVAns	
word	and	imaGe	department

RAPhAel: cARtoons And tAPestRies 
FoR the sistine chAPel

04/05 Installation of one of the Raphael Tapestries
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the	exhibition,	sit	down:	seating	for	Kids	
(museum	of	Childhood,	February	–	september	
2010),	started	with	the	broad	concept	of	
children’s	furniture,	but	was	quickly	narrowed	
down	to	focus	on	seating.	seating	has	an	
enormous	capacity	for	interpretation,	providing	
interesting	stories	around	social	history,	function	
and	the	importance	of	design.	

the	exhibition	research	started	with	the	museum	
of	Childhood’s	stores	where	a	vast	variety	of	
children’s	chairs	are	held.	stronger	in	older	styles	
dating	back	to	the	17th	century,	it	needed	
strengthening	in	more	recent	decades,	
particularly	post-war,	with	loans	from	v&a	
Furniture	collections	and	the	design	museum,	
london	and	vitra	design	museum,	Germany.	it	
was	left	to	me	as	the	curator	to	fill	in	some	of	the	
gaps	at	the	most	contemporary	end	of	design,	
and	my	research	took	me	to	children’s	fairs	and	
designer	shows	to	look	out	for	striking	designs	
that	are	taking	shape	today.	

most	children’s	furniture	design	now	takes	place	
in	europe,	but	we	made	contact	with	ercol,	the	
last	remaining	furniture	manufacturer	in	Britain.	
they	have	managed	to	retain	close	links	with	the	
locals	around	wycombe	and	run	very	much	as	a	
family	business.	it	was	extremely	interesting	
having	a	tour	round	their	factory	to	see	how	
chairs	in	their	different	parts	are	put	together.	
their	link	to	children’s	furniture	with	a	beautiful	
wooden	stacking	chair	for	schools	was	overtaken	
by	the	introduction	in	the	1960s	of	the	plastic	
stacking	chair.		

the	use	of	plastic	chairs	for	schools	has	led	to	
many	debates	about	balancing	the	demands	of	
practicality	with	health	issues,	as	there	are	now	a	
number	of	reports	stating	they	can	cause	back	
pain	in	children.	we	added	an	extra	dimension	to	
the	exhibition	through	collaboration	with	both	
ercol	and	ma	furniture	design	students	at	Bucks	
new	university.	they	designed	a	stool	for	schools	
and	we	displayed	the	design	process	and	the	
prototype	for	visitors	to	try,	and	give	feedback	on.	
the	students	will	be	collating	this	information	
with	the	possibility	that	the	stool	may	go	into	
production	as	an	alternative	seat	for	use	in	
schools.	

cAtheRine boRnet 
museum	oF	Childhood

sit down: seAtinG FoR Kids 

06/07
Visitor to the Museum of Childhood, 
‘Sit down: Seating for Kids’ Exhibition 



this	show,	coinciding	with	the	london	olympic	
Games,	will	document	the	transformation	of	British	
design	between	the	post-war	‘austerity	Games’	of	
1948	and	the	global	competition	taking	place	in	2012.

three	dominant	themes	will	examine	concepts	of	
tradition	and	modernity,	subversion,	and	innovation	
and	creativity.	within	these	areas	the	exhibition	will	
focus	on	the	spaces	and	places	of	British	life	which	
have	come	to	foster	a	distinctive	design	ethos.

a	major	research	focus	is	the	history	of	collecting	
and	exhibiting	post-war	design	at	the	v&a.	a	survey	
of	the	museum’s	holdings	has	brought	to	light	key	
objects	from	the	1950s,	‘60s	and	‘70s	never	
previously	displayed.	these	include	a	large	group	of	
design	Centre	award	winners,	which	will	be	the	
subject	of	a	small	book.	other	areas	of	research	
include	the	Coronation	as	a	design	event	and	the	
importance	of	British	architects	working	in	interior	
and	furniture	design	in	the	post-war	period.

a	number	of	new	acquisitions	are	being	made	for	
the	exhibition,	such	as	an	early	1970s	plastic	chair	
by	Brian	long	and	objects	originating	in	the	
Creative	salvage	movement	of	the	1980s.	the	
curators	have	also	sourced	important	loans	from	
uK	regional	collections,	including	material	relating	
to	the	Festival	of	Britain	and	to	the	development	of	
the	post-war	new	towns.

the	exhibition	book	will	feature	contributions	from	
leading	design	historians,	curators	and	cultural	
commentators,	as	well	as	case-studies	of	key	topics	
such	as	Coventry	Cathedral	and	the	design	of	the	
Concorde.

chRistoPheR bRewARd 
GhislAine wood
researCh	department

bRitish desiGn 1948–2012

08/09
Poster advertising the Festival of Britain Exhibition of Science, 
Robin Day, 1951. E.1923-1952. Given by the editor of Modern Publicity



the	yohji	yamamoto	exhibition	at	the	v&a	is	the	first	
to	feature	pieces	of	his	menswear	collections,	and	on	
the	occasion	of	the	30th	anniversary	of	his	arrival	in	
paris,	provides	an	opportunity	to	review	the	wider	
context	of	yohji	yamamoto’s	work.	the	research	for	
the	exhibition	has	included	field	trips	to	Japan	and	
paris	and	an	interview	conducted	with	the	designer.

Conceived	as	a	series	of	installations	throughout	the	
galleries	of	the	museum,	the	heart	of	the	exhibition	
will	be	in	Gallery	38.	looking	back	at	a	career	
spanning	almost	40	years,	over	60	silhouettes	
highlight	some	of	the	principal	features	of	
yamamoto’s	œuvre	while	a	multi-media	timeline	
provides	the	wider	context	of	his	work	and	
collaborations.	each	of	the	smaller	installations	will	
offer	an	insight	into	different	aspects	of	yamamoto’s	
creativity,	while	also	opening	up	a	new	perspective	
on	the	galleries	his	pieces	inhabit	for	the	duration	of	
the	exhibition.	additionally,	two	external	satellite	
installations	at	the	wapping	projects	and	wapping	
bankside	galleries	will	extend	this	response	to	
locations	beyond	the	v&a,	exploring	the	photographic	
output	in	relation	to	yamamoto’s	work,	and	a	
singular	installation	of	an	oversized	wedding	dress.

in	the	spirit	of	exploring	all	aspects	of	yohji	
yamamoto’s	work,	the	exhibition	also	revisits	some	
of	the	key	relationships	formed	during	his	career:	the	
designer’s	long	time	association	with	masao	nihei	on	
scenography	and	lighting;	and	with	two	of	his	long-
time	collaborators	on	the	company’s	catalogues,	
photographer	nick	Knight	and	art	director	peter	
saville,	who	were	invited	to	create	the	exhibition’s	
lead	image	and	the	show’s	graphic	art	direction	
respectively.

liGAyA sAlAZAR
Contemporary	proGrammes	

yohji yAMAMoto

10/11 

Evening dress in black silk, Autumn/Winter 1995-96, Juste des 
Vêtements exhibition, Musée de la Mode et du Textile, Paris 2005
Photograph by Gael Amzalag



india	design	now	is	one	of	a	series	of	exhibitions	
exploring	design	in	asia.	it	is	planned	for	
september	2012	and	follows	the	v&a’s	2008	
exhibition	China	design	now.	

the	rise	of	india	as	an	economic	and	political	
power	on	the	world	stage	has	prompted	a	rapid	
change	in	its	urban	and	rural	landscape	and	the	
lifestyle	of	its	people.	this	exhibition	comes	at	
a	key	point	of	transition,	when	design	in	all	its	
forms,	be	it	fashion,	products,	architecture	or	
graphics	is	about	to	enter	a	dynamic	phase	of	
development.	

unlike	western	design,	writing	on	this	subject	
area	is	just	emerging.	much	of	the	initial	
exploratory	process	has	involved	visits	to	india,	
communicating	with	a	wide	body	of	people	
and	making	links	with	the	national	institute	
of	design	in	ahmedabad,	to	gain	a	greater	
knowledge	of	the	key	issues	that	are	shaping	
design	and	design	thinking	in	india.	

this	process	has	led	to	the	emergence	of	four	
main	themes,	all	of	which	highlight	a	desire	for	
india	to	modernise	whilst	maintaining	a	distinct	
cultural	identity.	this	is	a	time	when	designers	
are	defining	what	it	means	to	be	indian	in	an	
increasingly	globalised	world.	thus,	the	theme	
handmade,	explores	those	designers	who	are	
working	with	craft	communities	across	india,	
helping	to	preserve	and	cultivate	craft	traditions	
and	applying	modern	design	standards	to	
develop	new	products.	streetstyle,	celebrates	
designers	who	take	their	inspiration	from	
popular	culture	and	the	hustle	and	bustle	of	
every-day	street	life.	design	and	the	environment	
explores	issues	of	sustainability	and	design	
for	rural	communities.	Cultural	nomads	looks	
at	designers	of	indian	origin	who	are	based	
elsewhere	in	the	world	and	who	create	for	an	
international	market.	

diViA PAtel 
asian	department

indiA desiGn now

12/13
Fashion in Motion. Manish Arora; Raphael Cartoon 
Court; 7th September 2007
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a		collaborative	exhibition	opening	in	october	
2011	at	victoria	memorial	hall	(vmh)	Kolkata,		
will	be	the	first	to	show	the	v&a’s	collection	of	
Kalighat	paintings	in	india.		

Kalighat	(‘home	of	Kali’)	painting	is	an	urban	
popular	painting	style	developed	in	the	vicinity	
of	the	Kali	temple	in	Kolkata	in	the	mid	19th	
century.	these	watercolours	were	mainly	the	
work	of	professional	painters	from	rural	Bengal	
who	produced	long	narrative	scrolls	depicting	
religious	and	mythological	stories.	the	artists	
would	wander	from	village	to	village,	singing	
the	stories	while	unrolling	the	scroll,	one	picture	
at	a	time.			

the	mid-nineteenth	century	saw	groups	of	these	
painters	migrate	to	the	rapidly	expanding	city	
of	Kolkata	drawn	by	devotees	thronging	the	Kali	
temple	on	the	banks	of	the	hooghly	river.	urban	
audiences	here	were	mobile,	with	transient	
interests,	consisting	of	pilgrims	and	tourists	
looking	for	devotional	images	and	souvenirs.
the	temple	was	also	a	focal	point	for	many	
different	artistic	influences,	including	clay	figural	
sculpture,	wood	and	ivory	carving,	and	clay	figure	
painting.	the	painters		recognised	a	ready	source	
of	income,	if	they	could	learn	to	adapt	their	style	
to	suit	the	interests	of	Kolkata’s	visiting	pilgrims.	

the	exhibition	opens	with	examples	of	early	
Kalighat	paintings.	new	analysis	has	been	carried	
out	to	investigate	the	nature	of	the	pigments	
used.	a	shift	in	subject	matter	took	place	
during	the	latter	part	of	the	19th	century	when		
european	influence	was	being	felt	in	Kolkata	
and	artists	began	to	satirise	the	lifestyles	of	the	
newly	rising	Bengali	middle	classes.	a	parallel	
Kolkata	urban	art	form	will	be	explored	towards	
the	end	of	the	exhibition:	19th	century	woodcut	
prints.	these	borrowed	heavily	from	the	imagery	
of	Kalighat	painting.		as	the	19th	century	drew	
to	a	close,	these	prints	became	the	most	popular	
form	of	urban	art,	while	Kalighat	painting	began	
to	decline,	marginalised	by	rapid	advances	in	
printing.		

suhAshini sinhA
asian	department

KAliGhAt PAintinGs

Elokeshi meets the Mahant at the Tarakeswar Shrine, Kolkata, circa 
1875. Watercolour on paper with alloy details, IM.2:86-1917.
From the J. Lockwood Kipling Collection, given by Rudyard Kipling.
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the	v&a’s	collection	of	ivory	carvings	from	c.400-
1200	is	one	of	the	most	important	in	the	world.		
Catalogues	of	much	of	the	material	were	published	
in	1872	and	1927,	but	there	has	been	a	long-felt	need	
for	a	new	scholarly	catalogue	to	take	into	account	
the	numerous	more	recent	interpretations	of	the	
objects	and	to	include	the	many	ivories	acquired	in	
the	last	80	years.

the	new	catalogue,	published	in	august	2010,	
contains	120	entries	and	an	introductory	essay	on	
the	collecting	and	study	of	medieval	ivory	carvings	
at	south	Kensington.		many	of	the	pieces	are	
amongst	the	most	celebrated	ivories	of	the	middle	
ages,	often	with	distinguished	provenances	and	
complicated	physical	histories;	the	entries,	
therefore,	are	necessarily	discursive	and	have	been	
extended	to	take	into	consideration	wider	groups	
of	pieces	with	which	the	v&a	ivories	can	be	
associated.		exhaustive	research	was	carried	out	
on	the	earlier	histories	of	each	of	the	ivories,	their	
condition	and	changing	appearance	over	time	
rigorously	recorded	with	the	assistance	of	
colleagues	in	the	Conservation	department,	and	
every	piece	was	carefully	measured	and	
photographed	especially	for	the	new	volume.		
the	back	of	every	plaque	is	illustrated,	a	feature	
not	normally	included	in	catalogues	but	often	of	
vital	importance	for	the	history	of	the	object;	and	
caskets	and	other	more	three-dimensional	objects	
are	also	pictured	from	several	different	sides.

the	full	art-historical	discussions	of	the	objects	
were	buttressed	by	scientific	analysis,	including	
radiocarbon	dating	of	selected	problematic	pieces	
at	the	oxford	radiocarbon	accelerator	unit	at	
the	research	laboratory	for	archaeology	and	
the	history	of	art	at	the	university	of	oxford;	this	
analysis	has	helped	to	clarify	some	of	the	thornier	
and	longer-lasting	dating	debates	and	settled	issues	
of	authenticity	in	several	cases.		later	copies	and	
forgeries,	often	disregarded	and	excluded	from	
scholarly	study,	are	also	included	in	the	catalogue,	
with	extended	entries	giving	information	not	
found	elsewhere.

work	has	now	started	on	the	second	volume	of	the	
medieval	ivories	catalogue,	covering	the	years	1200–
1550	and	including	about	300	Gothic	ivories.

PAul williAMson
sCulpture,	metalworK,	CeramiCs	&	Glass

MedieVAl iVoRy cARVinGs: 
eARly chRistiAn to RoMAnesQue

Virgin and Child, Anglo-Saxon (Winchester or Canterbury) 
circa 1000–1020, A.5-1935. Given by Mr Alphonse Kann
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the	v&a’s	superb	collection	of	fashionable	
wedding	dress	forms	the	core	of	my	forthcoming	
book	describing	the	history	of	the	white	wedding	
dress	in	Britain	from	its	antecedents	in	the	
eighteenth	century	to	the	present	day.	For	most	
of	the	period,	wedding	dresses	followed	fashion	
so	that	wedding	styles	had	to	be	researched	in	
that	context.	

	the	impact	of	legal,	social,	cultural	and	economic	
change	on	bridal	fashions	and	the	growth	of	the	
wedding	industry	which	was	attracting	social	
and	satirical	commentary	as	early	as	the	mid-
nineteenth	century,	also	needed	to	be	studied.	
For	the	period	after	1810	it	became	essential	to	
examine	the	introduction	of	new	ways	of	
communicating	wedding	fashions	from	fashion	
illustrations	and	photographs	in	the	nineteenth	
century	to	film,	television	and	the	internet	in	the	
twentieth-	and	twenty-first	century.	evidence	
drawn	on	included		surviving	garments,	
contemporary	accounts	of	weddings	in	diaries,	
letters,	memoirs	and	newspapers,	and	a	wide	
range	of	printed	material	targeting	readers	
across	Britain	from	different	social	and	economic	
backgrounds.		Genealogical	research	has	been	
important	providing	context	for	the	garments	in	
the	museum’s	collection	by	offering	information	
about	the	occupations,	circumstances	and	faiths	
of	many	wearers.	these	details	give	some	idea	of	
the	social	level	of	the	wearer	and	at	a	more	
subjective	level	bring	the	clothes	alive.

in	the	nineteenth	and	early	twentieth	centuries	
the	white	wedding	dress	was	the	preserve	of	
well-to-do	european	and	american	women	but	
today	it	is	worn	by	brides	of	many	faiths	across	
the	world.	the	commercialisation	of	weddings,	
particularly	in	the	middle	east	and	east	asia,	and	
the	globalisation	of	fashion	has	fuelled	this	
trend.	in	Christian	communities	the	religious	
associations	of	the	white	wedding	dress	remain	
important	but	for	women	of	other	faiths	the	
fashionable	white	wedding	dress	is	a	symbol	of	
wealth,	status,	modernity	and	romantic	love.

edwinA ehRMAn
Furniture,	teXtiles	and	Fashion	department
	

the weddinG dRess:
300 yeARs oF bRidAl FAshions	

Silk wedding dress, British, 1857.
T.10&A-1970. Given by Miss C.M. Higgs18/19
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this	is	the	first	book	to	examine	the	influential	role	
played	by	south	asia	in	British	dress.	Covering	
some	400	years	from	the	foundation	of	the	east	
india	Company	to	the	present	day,	thirteen	authors	
discuss	how	this	fruitful	relationship	has	affected	
style	in	dress	throughout	British	society.		the	
authors	took	many	different	approaches	to	this	
subject,	basing	their	essays	on	a	mixture	of	
collections-based	research,	field	work,	
contemporary	practice	and	documentation	of	
related	projects.		

the	book	offers	an	eclectic	mixture	of	
contributions	from	curators,	cultural	geographers,	
ethnographers,	fashion	and	textile	historians,	a	
photographer	and	an	artist.	parts	of	the	book	draw	
on	the	v&a	collections	of	south	asian	and	British	
textiles	from	the	18th	to	the	20th	centuries	to	
illustrate	how	both	men’s	and	women’s	fashions	
have	historically	been	influenced	by	indian	design	
and	fabrics.	Chapters	on	the	chintz	and	muslin	
crazes	of	the	18th	and	19th	centuries,	bohemian	
and	hippy	fashions	of	the	20th	century	and	
present-day	high-street	ranges	inspired	by	Gujarati	
rural	dress,	illustrate	the	interwoven	relationship	
between	the	two	cultures.	the	present-day	
synthesis	of	British	and	asian	style	is	explored	in	
essays	on	contemporary	muslim	fashion	in	Britain,	
a	study	of	the	community	projects	‘the	British	sari	
story’	and	‘stitch’	and	in	interviews	with	British	
south	asians,	with	snapshot	studies	of	the	
contents	of	their	wardrobes.	sections	highlighting	
contemporary	British	asian	fashion	designers	show	
where	this	interaction	has	led	in	recent	years,	and	
a	portfolio	of	new	photographs	on	British	asian	
themes	brings	out	themes	of	cultural	and	gender	
identity,	religion,	and	colonialism.	the	spaces	in	
which	British	asian	textiles	are	bought,	sold	and	
displayed	are	the	focus	of	an	essay	on	retail	spaces	
and	one	on	exhibiting	south	asian	textiles	in	the	
19th	century.	

bRitish AsiAn style

Jacket by Kate Moss for TopShop, Spring/Summer 2008, 
based on a Rabari man’s smock. Private Collection

British	asian	style	is	one	of	the	outcomes	of	
a	5-year-long		ahrC-funded	project	entitled	
‘Fashioning	diaspora	space’,	part	of	the	‘diasporas,	
migration	and	identity’	programme.	a	collaboration	
between	the	v&a	and	royal	holloway,	university	
of	london,	the	project	also	gave	rise	to	a	successful	
conference	and	a	number	of	new	papers	and	
contributions	to	journals.	

RoseMARy cRill
asian	department
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the	online	Biographical	dictionary	of	sculptors	in	
Britain	1660–1851	is	due	to	launch	at	the	beginning	
of	2011.	it	is	a	searchable	database	containing	
biographies	of	over	3000	sculptors,	and	lists	of	
their	works.	with	a	bibliography	of	3500	items,	
and	details	of	over	30,000	works	of	art,	it	is	the	
most	significant	reference	resource	for	this	period	
of	British	sculpture	studies.	the	aim	of	the	digital	
project	is	not	only	to	disseminate	the	dictionary	
to	the	widest	possible	audience,	but	to	facilitate	
creative	use	of	the	information	through	complex	
searching.

the	database	contains	all	of	the	information	
included	in	a	Biographical	dictionary	of	sculptors	
in	Britain	1660-1851	by	ingrid	roscoe,	emma	hardy,	
and	myself,	published	by	yale		university	press	in	
book	form,	in	2009.	my	contributions	to	that	text	
were	the	result	of	a	six	year	fellowship	in	the	
research	department,	and	it	was	a	great	pleasure	
to	return	here	with	funding	from	the	paul	mellon	
Centre,	and	support	from	the	henry	moore	
Foundation,	to	prepare	an	updated	edition	for	
electronic	publication.	the	database	will	be	
available	via	the	henry	moore	institute	website.
	
this	past	year	has	been	devoted	to	incorporating	
into	the	database	all	published	material	dealing	
with	British	sculpture	and	sculptors	from	the	last	
ten	years	(the	printed	dictionary	relied	chiefly	on	a	
bibliography	that	i	compiled	in	2001).	over	400	
new	citations	have	consulted	for	additions	to	the	
data,	around	100	new	texts	have	been	added	to	
the	2009	bibliography,	countless	previously	
unrecorded	works	have	come	to	light	and	around	
twenty	new	sculptors	have	been	recovered	from	
obscurity.	the	publication	of	the	dictionary	has	
also	prompted	scholars	and	enthusiasts	to	send	
new	information,	and	to	point	out	occasional	errors	
which	can	now	be	corrected.	

if,	as	reviewers	have	suggested,	the	printed	
dictionary	has	pushed	forward	the	discipline,	the	
electronic	format	will	ensure	that	this	process	
continues	into	the	future.	

GReG sulliVAn
researCh	department

the online bioGRAPhicAl dictionARy 
oF sculPtoRs in bRitAin 1660–1851

Joseph Nollekens first designs for the Monument to the Three 
Captains, pencil and wash on paper. E465-2010                                                                                                    



the	year	2012	marks	the	diamond	Jubilee	of	Queen	
elizabeth	ii.	the	publication	the	Queen	by	Cecil	
Beaton	will	explore	Cecil	Beaton’s	long	relationship	
with	the	British	monarchy	in	his	role	as	royal	
photographer.	the	book	will	examine	his	working	
methods	and	unique	style,	explaining	his	rise	to	
fame	as	a	master	of	the	art	of	photography.	it	
accompanies	a	v&a	touring	exhibition,	opening	in	
dundee,	in	september	2011	and	showing	at	the	
v&a	in	early	2012.	

From	teenage	princess,	to	mother	and	sovereign,	
elizabeth	ii	posed	for	Cecil	Beaton’s	camera	on	
many	occasions	from	the	1940s	to	the	1960s.	
he	worked	in	both	colour	and	black	and	white,	
frequently	employing	several	cameras	during	
a	single	sitting	to	achieve	the	desired	effects.	
Beaton’s	photographs	had	dual	functions:	copies	
were	ordered	by	the	Queen	and	presented	as	
gifts	to	individuals	such	as	Commonwealth	
representatives,	and	the	images	were	seen	by	
millions	through	their	frequent	reproduction	in	
the	world’s	press.	Beaton’s	personal	diaries,	which	
fill	145	notebooks,	are	rich	with	details	of	many	
sittings,	and	his	volumes	of	meticulously	preserved	
press	cuttings	reveal	the	far-reaching	impact	of	the	
portraits.	new	research	for	the	publication	included	
examination	of	the	letters	Beaton	received	from	
royalty	and	staff	of	the	royal	household,	and	
interviews	with	Geoffrey	sawyer,	Beaton’s	assistant	
of	thirty	years.

the Queen by cecil beAton

24/25

the	romantic	aesthetic	of	Beaton’s	royal	portraits	
of	the	1940s	consciously	evoked	the	long	tradition	
of	painted	portraiture,	in	particular	the	work	of	sir	
thomas	Gainsborough	and	Franz	Xaver	
winterhalter.	the	official	photographs	of	the	
Coronation	day	on	2nd	June	1953,	and	the	sketches	
he	made	during	the	ceremony	at	westminster	
abbey	convey	the	pomp	and	splendour	of	the	event	
Beaton	described	as	a	scene	of	almost	Byzantine	
magnificence,	and	contrast	with	the	tender	and	
less	formal	portraits	of	the	Queen	with	her	young	
children.	devoid	of	the	floral	props	and	lavish	
backdrops	of	earlier	sittings,	Beaton’s	1968	portraits	
of	the	Queen	depict	a	solitary	figure	in	a	dark	
admiral’s	cloak	and	convey	the	magnitude	of	the	
role	of	Britain’s	monarch.

susAnnA bRown 
word	and	imaGe	department

H.M. Queen Elizabeth II in her coronation robes, with studio 
backdrop of Westminster Abbey; By Sir Cecil Beaton, 1953, C-Type 
colour print, PH381-1987
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collAboRAtiVe ReseARch PRoject 
with the AlhAMbRA

the	“european	network	of	museums	of	islamic	art”	
(remai	in	spanish)	is	a	new	eu-funded	
collaboration	project	consisting	of	the	creation	of	
a	network	of	european	museums	and	collections	
specialised	in	conserving	cultural	heritage	of	islamic	
origin,	particularly	from	islamic	spain,	using	
the	collections	possessed	by	the	institutions	
which	participate	in	the	project,	as	well	as	the	
architectural	structures	conserved	in	situ	in	
the		alhambra	monument	Complex.	

three	institutions	participate	in	this	european	
project.	they	are	the	patronato	of	the	alhambra	
and	Generalife,	alhambra	museum	(coordinator);	
victoria	and	albert	museum.	sculpture	Conservation	
and	middle	eastern	section	(co-organiser);	and	the	
musée	du	louvre:	département	des	arts	de	l’islam	
(co-organiser).

the	specific	objectives	are	to	gain	deeper	material,	
technical,	artistic,	historical	and	socio-cultural	
knowledge	of	the	islamic	spanish	heritage	which	
these	centres	possess;	exchange	information	and	
scientific	experiences	developed	by	the	institutions	
involved;	strengthen	research	on	islamic	art	in	the	
european	union	as	a	strategy	for	intercultural	
knowledge	and	integration;	transfer	knowledge	
as	a	strategy	for	intercultural	understanding	of	
different	civilisations;		design	dissemination	tools	
and	channels	for	the	results	–	incorporating	
and	producing	content	through	the	use	of	new	
technologies.

this	exchange	of	knowledge	and	expertise	from	
a	conservation	and	a	curatorial	point	of	view	will	
optimise	the	understanding	of	the	collections	from	
islamic	spain	which	belong	to	the	three	museums.	
the	work	will	focus	particularly	on	spanish	islamic	
plasterwork,	ceramics,	and	19th-century	photographs	
of	the	alhambra,	as	well	as	the	influence	of	this	
style	on	the	orientalism	movement.

VictoR boRGes
Conservation	department
MARiAM RosseR-owen
asian	department

Plaster panel from the Hall of the Ambassaders, Alhambra Palace, 
Granada. 14th century with later polychromy. A.9-1913 
Gift of Sir Henry H. Howorth K.C.I.E through the Art Fund
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Conservation	has	always	been	faced	with	cases	
where	commonly	used	cleaning	methods	as	well	
as	highly	sophisticated	cleaning	systems	have	only	
been	partially	successful.	in	the	last	two	decades	
lasers	have	become	an	alternative	or	complementary	
option	for	the	conservator.	most	recently	the	
development	of	an	academic	and	industrial	research	
interest	in	pico-second	(trillionth	of	a	second)	laser	
applications	seems	to	offer	a	promising	means	to	
overcome	problems	associated	with	commonly	
used	lasers.	

the	secondment	to	the	research	department	
facilitated	the	opportunity	for	me	to	evaluate	
together	with	professor	Ken	watkins	from	the	
laser	Group,	university	of	liverpool,	and	dr	david	
mcphail,	department	of	materials,	imperial	College	
london,	the	feasibility	of	a	clearly	defined	test	
procedure	for	application	of	short-pulsed	lasers	for	
testing	one	or	two	very	specific	cleaning	problems	
on	a	material	or	set	of	materials	that	will	feature	
strongly	in	the	v&a	Futureplan	Galleries:	europe	
1600-1800,	Furniture	materials	and	techniques	or	
the	Cast	Courts.	

Grant	income	provided,	collaborative	interdisciplinary	
research	will	in	the	first	instance	be	aimed	at	
further	understanding	the	mechanisms	involved	
in	the	ablation	process	(removal	of	material	from	
the	surface	by	laser	irradiation)	using	pico-second	
lasers.	short-pulsed	laser	systems	achieve	very	subtle	
effects	on	the	surface	of	an	object	if	used	with	a	
pulse	length	of	20	pico-seconds	or	less.	simply	
speaking,	less	heat	is	generated,	which	might	change	
the	impact	of	photo-thermal	and	photo-chemical	
reactions	to	the	surface.	parallel	to	the	analytical	
side	of	research	the	pico-second	laser	prototype	
needs	to	be	adapted	to	become	a	suitable	
and	versatile	tool	in	the	cleaning	of	art	objects.

lisA wAGneR
Conservation	department

Pico-second lAseRs FoR the 
cleAninG oF ARt objects

Combined poultice and laser cleaning of marble sacrophagus, 
46-1882
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if	research	is	defined	as	a	process	of	investigation	
leading	to	new	insights	effectively	shared,	one	way	
the	v&a	carries	out	research	is	by	cataloguing	its	
collections	online,	available	through	the	v&a	
website	at	http://collections.vam.ac.uk/.

while	articles,	books,	exhibition	catalogues	and	
conference	papers	written	by	individual	v&a	staff	
are	listed	in	the	museum’s	annual	research	report	
(also	available	on	the	v&a	website	www.vam.ac.
uk/res/cons/research_reports)	,	online	cataloguing	
is	carried	out	by	so	many	staff	as	a	fundamental	
curatorial	activity	that	it	has	proved	impracticable	
to	include	it	there.	it	seems	appropriate	therefore	
to	acknowledge	it	here	in	the	research	Bulletin	as	
a	crucial	building	block	on	which	so	much	
subsequent	research	inside	and	outside	the	
museum	rests.		

Cataloguing	investigations	can	take	the	form	of	
identification	of	materials	and	techniques;	
transcription	of	lettering,	inscriptions,	monograms,	
and	signatures;	measuring	and	sometimes	
weighing.	it	can	involve	the	marrying	up	of	objects	
with	entries	in	documents	such	as	wills	and	
inventories	and	the	study	and	questioning	of	the	
existing	scholarly	literature	on	a	particular	object.	
the	history	of	an	object’s	ownership	and	exhibition	
is	crucial	to	an	understanding	of	the	role	it	has	
played	within	cultures	of	collecting	and	display.	
recently	opened	v&a	galleries	such	as	medieval	
and	renaissance	Galleries,	are	underpinned	by	
massive	recataloguing	projects.	

online cAtAloGuinG 

Portrait medallion of a lady of the French court, painted in enamel 
on copper. Probably by Léonard Limosin (circa 1505–1575/77), 
French (Limoges), circa 1530–40, 7912-1862.

these	involve	the	study	of	some	of	the	v&a’s	most	
famous	treasures	as	well	as	items	which	might	
never	have	been	previously	photographed	and	for	
which	there	is	no	bibliography.	new	information	
on	place	of	manufacture,	dating,	authorship	
(including	the	recognition	of	fakes),	even	an	
object’s	true	function,	have	all	been	brought	
to	light	by	bringing	the	latest	findings	from	
disciplines	such	as	archaeology	to	bear	on	a	fresh	
examination	of	the	collections.	examination	by	
v&a	scientists	and	conservators	have	provided	
many	new	insights	while	colleagues	in	other	
museums,	in	the	universities,	and	independent	
researchers	have	all	contributed	their	expertise	
to	the	understanding	of	v&a	collections.	this	is	an	
ongoing	process	not	only	because	with	collections	
of	such	extent	there	is	always	more	to	do,	but	
because	scholarship	does	not	stand	still.	the	online	
cataloguing	seeks	to	open	up	new	avenues	and	
debates	in	the	study	of	material	culture	as	much	
as	to	record	the	present	state	of	knowledge	about	
objects	in	the	collection.

liZ MilleR
researCh	department



new ReseARch PARtneRshiP between the 
V&A And yoRK

the	v&a	and	the	history	of	art	department	at	the	
university	of	york	have	agreed	to	institute	a	research	
partnership	beginning	in	the	academic	year	2010–11	
designed	to	further	art-historical	scholarship	in	
areas	of	mutual	interest	and	expertise.	
	
selected	curators	and	scholars	from	both	
institutions	will	focus	every	two	years		on	a	
designated	research	field,	tied	to	particular	areas	
of	specialism	within	the	museum	and	to	the	art-
historical	areas	covered	by	one	of	the	research	
schools	in	the	york	history	of	art	department.
		
Between	2010	and	2012	the	designated	strand	will	
be	‘medievalisms’.	Future	years	will	see	the	two	
institutions	working	together	in	the	other	areas	
covered	by	the	history	of	art	department’s	
research	schools	–	architectural	history	and	
theory;	British	art;	sculpture;	and	stained	Glass.	
		
Collaborative	research	and	scholarship	will	be	
developed	in	several	ways.	an	annual	v&a/york	
lecture	will	be	held	alternating	between	the	venues	
from	year	to	year,	in	which	a	scholar	from	one	
institution	will	give	a	public	lecture	in	the	other.	
an	annual	v&a/york	symposium	will	be	jointly	
organised	by	a	v&a	curator	and	a	york	colleague,	
again	taking	place	in	each	venue	in	alternate	years.	
annual	v&a/york	research	Fellowships	will	see	a	
v&a	curator	travelling	to	york	for	a	short	period	
each	year	to	present	their	research,	to	give	classes	
to	ma	and	phd	students,	and	to	work	with	a	york	
collaborator,	and	a	member	of	the	history	of	art	
department	spending	a	similar	period	in	the	v&a’s	
research	department.
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in	september	2009,	the	v&a	oral	history	project	
was	launched	with	my	appointment	as	the	joint	
v&a/university	of	the	arts,	london	senior	
research	Fellow.	the	project’s	aim	is	to	record	the	
history	of	curatorial	practice	at	the	museum	over	
the	last	thirty	years	as	represented	in	curators’	
narratives.	the	period	covers	several	major	shifts	
in	the	museum’s	identity:	the	closure	of	the	
Circulation	department	(1976),	the	museum’s	
transition	from	the	department	of	education	
and	science	to	trustee	status	(1983),	major	
restructurings	that	have	led	to	the	transformation	
of	the	v&a	from	its	post-war	days,	when	“it	was	a	
bit	like	the	army”,	to	its	current	incarnation.	the	
recordings	and	related	documents	will	come	under	
the	responsibility	of	the	v&a	archive	at	Blythe	
house.	the	research	has	and	will	be	disseminated	
through	publications,	exhibitions,	and	will	have	an	
online	presence.

Interview setting at the home of Betty Elzea (formerly O’Looney) 
who worked in the Circulation Department between 1956 to 1971

Beginning	with	family	background	and	education,	
the	detailed	interviews,	which	range	between	four	
and	twelve	hours	in	length,	cover	all	aspects	of	
curatorial	responsibilities	and	experience	in	order	
to	provide	a	substantial	resource	for	scholars	
studying	the	history	of	museums,	their	collections,	
exhibitions,	the	impact	of	government	strategies,	
as	well	as	museum	personnel.	Curators’	narratives	
also	reflect	on	issues	of	gender,	class	and	other	
subject	identity	formations.	life	histories	are	
narrative	constructions	of	identities-over-	time	
(“learning	to	be	a	curator	from	scratch”),	that	also	
demonstrate	how	stories	function	to	create,	foster	
and	sustain	communities,	enabling	researchers	
and	users	of	the	recordings	to	grasp	the	museum,	
as	conceived	by	pierre	nora,	as	both	‘milieu	[and]	
lieu de mémoire’.	

lindA sAndino
researCh	department

uniVeRsity oF the ARts, london
oRAl histoRy
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the	v&a	continues	to	be	successful	in	a	number	
of	joint	applications	to	the	arts	and	humanities	
research	Council’s	Collaborative	doctoral	award	
scheme.	the	awards	were	introduced	to	develop	
collaboration	between	higher	education	
institutions	and	other	bodies	such	as	museums	
and	to	enhance	the	employment	related	skills	and	
training	research	students	gain	during	the	course	
of	their	studies.	here	recent	graduate	sarah	
Bercusson	now	lecturing	at	york	st	John	university	
describes	her	experience	and	we	list	the	projects	
of	students	beginning	their	research	or	continuing	
from	2009.	

GRAduAte ReseARch

working	with	the	team	on	the	medieval	and	
renaissance	Galleries	project	at	the	v&a	was	both	
a	challenging	and	an	enriching	experience.	Coming	
from	a	predominantly	textual	background	i	have	
benefited	tremendously	from	working	with	the	
museum’s	collections.	through	the	collaboration	
i	was	introduced	to	the	material	culture	that	
surrounded	aristocratic	women	and	circulated	in	
the	courts	of	sixteenth-century	europe.	i	handled,	
studied	and	was	sometimes	left	thoroughly	
perplexed	by	objects	ranging	from	chopines	to	ivory	
combs,	mirrors,	and cassoni.	while	my	thesis	on	
gift-giving	and	consumption	in	the	sixteenth-
century	italian	courts	did	not	deal	directly	with	
objects	in	the	museum,	the	research	i	undertook	
on	behalf	of	the	v&a	significantly	shaped	the	focus	
of	my	phd.	working	with	v&a	curators	increased	
my	awareness	of	the	ways	in	which	objects	forged	
connections	between	individuals	and	communities,	
and	the	role	of	objects	as	conveyors	of	social	and	
cultural	meaning	in	the	early	modern	period.	in	
turn,	my	own	research	also	contributed	to	a	variety	
of	projects	for	the	museum,	such	as	the	online	
resource	on	women	and	the	renaissance	on	the	
v&a	website,	and	the	new	medieval	and	
renaissance	Galleries	book,	Glyn	davies	and	Kirstin	
Kennedy,	medieval	and	renaissance	art:	people	and	
possessions,	v&a	publishing	2009.

sARAh beRcusson
Queen	mary	university	oF	london/v&a
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The Martelli Mirror; bronze, gold and silver; back view; possibly 
by Cristoforo Carodossa (c.1452–1547); Italian (Milan), 8717:1-1863
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collAboRAtiVe doctoRAl ReseARch

steVe bRown
royal	ColleGe	oF	art/
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum
dialogues	between	decoration	and	Form:	
new	potential	for	Ceramics	offered	by	
image	Based	technologies

lesley delAney
university	ColleGe	london/
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum
the	making	of	the	Book	in	the	19th	Century:	
Children’s	publishing	and	its	text,	technology	
and	illustration

AlistAiR GRAnt
university	oF	susseX/
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum
electroplate	and	electrotype,	1840	to	the	present

MARy GuyAtt
Queen	mary,	university	oF	london/	
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum
the	Child	in	the	world:	empire,	diaspora	
and	Global	Citizenship

hui – yinG KeRR
royal	ColleGe	oF	art/	
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum
Japanese	design	in	the	Bubble	economy

stePhen Knott
royal	ColleGe	oF	art/	
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum
spot	the	difference:	concealing	the	‘ever	–	same’	
in	modern	adornment	using	historically	
constructed	illusions

eleAnoR PAReMAin
BirKBeCK	ColleGe/viCtoria	and	alBert	museum
the	history	of	the	tricycle	theatre:	
audience,	identity	and	agency

cAtheRine Rossi
royal	ColleGe	oF	art/	
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum
the	transition	of	modernity:	the	practice,	
dissemination	and	Consumption	of	
modern	Craft	in	italy

GilliAn Russell, juliA lohMAnn
royal	ColleGe	oF	art/
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum
emerging	design	practice	and	Curating:	
paradigms	and	parameters	(includes	two	separate	
Cda	projects)

cAtheRine sPeiGht
university	oF	BriGhton/	
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum	
learning	at	the	interface:	opportunities	and	
Barriers	to	university	and	museum	Collaborations	
for	innovative	and	Creative	learning

nicolA styliAnou
Chelsea	ColleGe	oF	art	and	desiGn/	
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum
Collecting	artefacts	from	the	african	diaspora:	
v&a,	its	predecessor	institutions	and	the	impact	
of	the	British	empire	from	its	inception	to	the	
21st	Century

eMiliA teRRAcciAno
Courtauld	institute	oF	art/	
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum	
Beyond	the	Gaze:	Collecting	and	displaying	modern	
and	Contemporary	south	asian	art	in	the	uK

elAine tieRney
university	oF	susseX/
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum
strategies	for	Celebration:	designing	Festivals	
in	london	and	paris	1660–1715

joAnnA weddell
university	oF	BriGhton/
viCtoria	and	alBert	museum
disseminating	design:	the	v&a’s	design	
Collections	and	national	Circulation,	
1945	to	the	present

Detail of Royal Fireworks, 1749, hand-coloured etching, S.4218-2009
Harry R. Beard Collection, given by Isobel Beard.
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researCh	department	staFF		
and	proJeCts	2010	

coRe stAFF
	
bRewARd, chRistoPheR
head	oF	researCh
MilleR, liZ
deputy	head	oF	researCh
woodField, helen From	auGust	2010
Flood, lindsAy, to	may	2010
researCh	administrator	

V&A/RcA couRse
	
AjMAR, MARtA
aCtinG	head	oF	postGraduate	studies
McshAne, AnGelA
Course	tutor
Guth, chRistine
Course	tutor
checKetts, RichARd
Course	tutor
RoyAll, KAtRinA And lonG, loRAine
Course	administrator

joint FellowshiPs
	
bARbieRi, donAtellA
london	ColleGe	oF	Fashion/v&a	researCh	
Fellow	in	desiGn	For	perFormanCe
PAVitt, jAne
university	oF	BriGhton/v&a	Fellow	in	
produCt	desiGn	and	museoloGy
PARtinGton, MAtthew
university	oF	the	west	oF	enGland/v&a	
Fellow	in	20C	and	Contemporary	CraFt
sAndino, lindA
university	oF	the	arts,	london/v&a	oral	
history	researCh	Fellow
tulloch, cARol
university	oF	the	arts,	london/v&a	Fellow	
in	BlaCK	visual	Culture

AP
Pe

n
di

x inteRnAl 
secondMents 
bRyAnt, julius
Bonn	eXhiBition	
bRown, susAnnA
the	Queen	By	CeCil	Beaton
cooMbs, KAtheRine
reCordinG	Britain	
doRney, KAte
British	perFormanCe	1948–2012
ehRMAn, edwinA
the	weddinG	dress	
eVAns, MARK
ConstaBle’s	oil	sKetChes
Flood, cAtheRine
desiGn,	advertisinG,	aCtivism,	art:	
British	posters	1945–2010
owens, susAn
British	drawinGs
thoMAs, AbRAhAM
illustratinG	Fashion
thundeR, MoiRA
desiGns	For	emBroidery

exhibition teAMs		

hoRAce wAlPole And stRAwbeRRy hill
miChael	snodin
decode
louise	shannon
Quilts 1700–2010
sue	pritChard,	Claire	smith
diAGhileV And the bAllets Russes
Jane	pritChard,	sarah	sonner
the cult oF beAuty: the Aesthetic 
MoVeMent in bRitAin 1860–1900
stephen	Calloway,	esmé	whittaKer
PostModeRnisM: 
style And subVeRsion 1970–1990
Glenn	adamson,	Jane	pavitt,	
oliver	winChester	
bRitish desiGn, 1948–2012
Christopher	Breward,	Ghislaine	wood,	
lily	Crowther
hollywood costuMes
deBorah	landis,	Keith	lodwiCK

Funded 
FellowshiPs
AshMoRe, soniA
ahrC	FashioninG	diaspora	spaCe	Fellow
coRMAcK, PeteR
ameriCan	Friends	oF	the	v&a	Fellow	
in	arts	and	CraFts	stained	Glass
Powell, jenniFeR
ahrC	mappinG	sCulpture	Fellow
sulliVAn, GReG
diCtionary	oF	British	sCulptors	online
suPPoRted by the PAul Mellon centRe
	

exchAnGes
howARd, MAuRice
(susseX)	v&a/susseX	university	eXChanGe	
Fellow
VARious cuRAtoRs 
(v&a)	v&a/susseX	university	eXChanGe	
Fellows
FAiRMAn, elisAbeth
(yale	Center	For	British	art)	yCBa/	
v&a	eXChanGe	Fellow
bRewARd, chRistoPheR
(v&a)	yCBa/v&a	eXChanGe	Fellow
wAtt, MelindA
(met)	metropolitan	museum/	
v&a	eXChanGe	Fellow
wilK, chRistoPheR
(v&a)	metropolitan	museum/	
v&a	eXChanGe	Fellow
wAtson, RowAn
(v&a)	university	oF	yorK/	
v&a	eXChanGe	Fellow
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the V&A is GRAteFul to the FollowinG 
beneFActoRs FoR theiR suPPoRt oF 
ReseARch ActiVities in the MuseuM:

the	paul	mellon	Centre	For	studies	in			 	
	 British	art
the	Friends	oF	the	v&a
mr	mohammed	aBdul	latiF	Jameel
the	ClothworKers’	Foundation
the	toshiBa	international	Foundation
iran	heritaGe	Foundation
william	and	valerie	BraKe	
mr	alireza	sariKhani
samuel	FoGG	
miChael	and	dorothy	hintze
the	hintze	Family	CharitaBle	Foundation
the	enid	linder	Foundation
dr	hilda	lewis
the	ameriCan	Friends	oF	the	v&a	
	 throuGh	the	Generosity	oF	dr.	and	
	 mrs.	malColm	a.	s.	moore	
h.	Goldie	&	Co	ltd
m&G	investments
tomasso	Brothers	Fine	art	uK
patriCia	wenGraF	ltd.
FrenCh	porCelain	soCiety
the	arts	and	humanities	researCh	CounCil
nehru	trust
the	ameriCan	Friends	oF	the	v&a	throuGh	
	 the	Generosity	oF	roBert	h.	smith
the	roBert	h.	n.	ho	Family	Foundation
the	warne	Curatorship	For	Children’s		 	
	 literature:	FrederiCK	warne	&	Co
the	yale	Center	For	British	art
university	oF	east	london
the	museums,	liBraries	and	arChives	CounCil
the	Band	trust		
the	university	oF	susseX
the	university	oF	BriGhton
the	university	oF	west	enGland

and	others	who	wish	to	remain	anonymous

VisitinG Fellows
lidchi, henRiettA
(national	museums	oF	sCotland)
viCtorian	and	modernist	inFluenCes	
on	native	ameriCan	Jewellery

VisitinG scholARs
coMPton, Ann
Casts	and	material	Cultures
FujitARA, hARuhiKo
enCyClopaedia	oF	asian	desiGn
GARb, tAMAR
Contemporary	south	aFriCan	photoGraphy
schMidt, benjAMin
eXotiC	pleasures:	GeoGraphy	
and	the	deCorative	arts	1650–1750

honoRARy Fellows	

dR suZAnne FAGence cooPeR
dR FloRA dennis
(university	oF	susseX)
PRoFessoR ulRich lehMAnn
(university	oF	the	Creative	arts)
jenniFeR oPie
jenniFeR weAden

honoRARy senioR 
Fellows	

thoMAs heAtheRwicK
siR PAul sMith

PRoFessoR MAlcolM bAKeR
(university	oF	CaliFornia)
Anthony buRton
PRoFessoR MARGot Finn
(university	oF	warwiCK)	
siR chRistoPheR FRAylinG
PRoFessoR MAuRice howARd
(university	oF	susseX)
PRoFessoR PARthA MitteR
(university	oF	susseX)	
dR cARolyn sARGentson
siR Roy stRonG
PRoFessoR john styles
(university	oF	hertFordshire)
dR susAn webeR
(Bard	Graduate	Center)
PRoFessoR eVelyn welch
(Queen	mary,	university	oF	london)
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